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Introduction:
Welcome to our June 2020 Special Edition of River City Poetry
I am so grateful to our community of poets and readers during this strange time. June 2020 felt
cataclysmic. COVID19 numbers continue to increase. Protests against police brutality erupted the
world over. When I put out the a call for submissions, I didn’t expect that so many people would
want to be involved, especially as we only accepted submissions for two weeks. The result captured
something profound: the frustration, the grief, the ugly isolation and loneliness.
We at River City Poetry believe that Black Lives Matter, and that in supporting diverse voices and
diverse experiences, we can all be better people. We value our BIPOC readers and contributors. We
value LGBQ+ narratives, and we acknowledge that there has been a long-standing practice to
ignore/silence the queer story, the brown story, the immigrant story, the native story, the nonwhite
narrative. We stand against racism and the systemic silencing of black voices–especially by “literary”
journals. We believe in Poetry Worth Sharing from folx that get shut out from other platforms. We
celebrate the life-affirming power of poetry and the empowerment of voice.
What were we looking for? Thematically, we were focused on JUNE–what were people thinking
about? What were people experiencing both inside and out?
Whether it related to protecting family from infection OR fighting for loved ones by protesting,
we wanted work from RIGHT NOW, the more recent, the better.
We wanted to focus on Wichita and Kansas voices for this particular issue, and we wanted to
share new work from new writers, too. This was about recording some of our collective
experiences in a way that preserved this moment in time.
A note about this issue. We have traditionally maintained a very simplified lay-out—each issue
included poets sharing their work in alphabetical order. While it might make sense to have these
poems in this special issue shared in a more curated fashion, with poems sorted by topic, we decided
to stick with alpha-order by poet, as events also seemed to overlap through the month, and poets
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submitted work that ran the gamut.
Ultimately, this issue was also a little self-serving. I, too, as a poet, struggled to make sense. I
continue to struggle. I included some of my own poems, something I wouldn’t normally do. But
I’m part of this community too. And creating the timeline on the following pages also allowed me
to unpack so many events as discrete moments in time.
As always, we at River City Poetry are so grateful for our readers and contributing poets.
Sincerely,
April Pameticky
Managing Editor
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June 2020, A Timeline
The following timeline is in no way exhaustive and was shaped by my own experiences and views
during June 2020. All errors and exclusions are my own.The exercise forced me to consider all the
ramifications of events, even as the month “unfolded like an avalanche, pouring down the
mountain.”* There are so many things I’m sure I’ve missed and would encourage others to add to
their own personal list; I acknowledge that memory is mainly a construct built in reverse. What are
we poets, if not archivists and meaning-makers, historians and witnesses?
Whenever possible, image credit is given back to the appropriate photojournalist or news source, as
these stories are from local Kansas and National media sources.
—April Pameticky

June 1st

Image from Kansas City Star
● Kansas City Country Club Plaza remained closed after demonstrations the previous day,
where tear gas was used to attempt to disperse the crowd and enforce an 8pm curfew.

Image from MSNBC, Brendan Mialowsky
● President Trump has #BLM protesters forcibly removed from St. John's Episcopal Church
across from Lafayette Park in Washington, DC for a photo op.
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June 2nd

Image from ABCNews, Alyssa Pointer
● 6 Atlanta police officers charged in forceful arrests of college student in car. Attorney
Mawuli Davis spoke on behalf of Taniyah Pilgrim and Messiah Young

June 3rd

● Just Mercy is made free on digital platforms through June by Warner Brothers. The movie
follows Bryan Stevenson’s same-titled memoir, chronicling the death-row case of Walt
McMillan, an innocent man wrongfully prosecuted and sentenced to death.

June 4th

● Kansas COVID19 cases top 10,000 infected, with 222 deaths.
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June 5th

Image from John Basemore, Business Insider
● Marine Corps officially ban confederate battle flag on military bases.

June 6th

Image from Time
● 57 Buffalo Police resign from special teams in support of officers suspended for pushing
elderly protester Martin Gugino. Gugino suffered a fractured skull and was hospitalized for
several days.

June 7th

Image is The Washington National Cathedral
● Churches from across the country must determine whether it is safe enough to return to inperson worship. On June 11th, the Wichita Catholic Church of the Magdalen closed after a
priest tested positive for COVID19.
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June 7th

Image from Matt Blitz
● New White House fence, met to keep protesters off the grounds, gets covered in Protest
Art.

June 8th

Image from New York Times
● On the 2nd Anniversary of his suicide, #AnthonyBourdain trended on Twitter, in a kind of
spontaneous homage to his life and legacy.

June 9th

● Cops TV series cancelled after 31 years.
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June 9th

Image is from the Washington Post, Tarmir Kalifa
● George Floyd funeral is held at Fountains of Praise Church in Houston, Texas

June 10th

Image from East Idaho News
● Human remains found at Chad Daybell’s home, husband to Lori Vallow. The remains were
believed to be kids Joshuah “JJ” Vallow (7) and Tylee Ryan (17), missing under suspicious
circumstances since September 2019.

June 15th

Image is from The New York Times, Demetrius Freeman: Tiffany Munroe in Brooklyn during rally to call attention
to violence against transgender people of color.
● Civil Rights Law of 1964 protects gay and transgender workers according to Supreme Court
Ruling.
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June 18th

Image from Reurters, Jonathan Ersnt
● Supreme Court rules against Trump’s bid to end program shielding ‘Dreamer’ Immigrants.

Image from AP, Sue Ogrocki
● Tulsa was the site of the “Black Wall Street,” site of one of the bloodiest outbreaks of racist
violence in 1921.
● President Trump holds massive political rally in Tulsa on eve of historic Juneteenth date.
While President Trump lauds anticipated record crowd, KPop TikTok teens register
thousands of fake rally tickets with the intent of NOT showing up.

June 20th

● TOPEKA, Kan. (AP) — Kansans struggling to find work amid the coronavirus pandemic
can receive unemployment for 13 more weeks. The Kansas Department of Labor
announced Thursday that the state has qualified for a program that provides federal
reimbursement for extended benefits during periods of high unemployment, the Wichita
Eagle reports. Workers must have exhausted regular unemployment insurance benefits to
qualify. New data released Friday shows Kansas has at least 12,059 coronavirus cases, up 3%
or 378 cases from Wednesday. The state health department also said the number of
COVID-19 deaths rose by seven to 254. [taken direct from AP news services]
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June 25th

● Spirit Aerosystems extends furlough for over 900 workers in Wichita.
● Kansas has recorded 12,970 cases of COVID-19 since the pandemic began. That number
includes 261 deaths.

June 26th

● Federal House moves to approve DC Statehood; Senate GOP opposes making DC a state.

● Kansas State University President Richard Myers says the school is considering its options
after a student posted a tweet mocking the death of George Floyd. The tweet posted
Thursday by sophomore Jaden McNeil drew the ire of several football players, including two
who said they wouldn't play for Kansas State unless McNeil is removed from the university.

June 27th

● The number of confirmed coronavirus cases in Kansas jumped by 568, fueled in part by
13
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outbreaks linked to bars and sports. State health officials report 18 cases in four "sports
clusters," including a boys basketball tournament in Wichita and a girls basketball
tournament in Hays on June 20th and 21st, and an outbreak this week among the Kansas
State University football team.
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Roy Beckemeyer
2 Poems
Poem Written on the First Anniversary of My Son’s Death
Faces unmasked, they gather en masse,
seem inured to, or ignorant of, the ways of a virus
that seems to think for itself, that considers
how easily, while its hosts ignore it,
it can go forth and multiply.
And though it does not read, neither do
many of them. They do not listen, think
only of plots. They do not listen, believe only
in conspiracies. And when bodies are dropped
into open-pit graves they avert their eyes.
No worse than flu, they say.
And their leader nods and bobbles,
shows them his way,
lulls them back to sleep.
Meanwhile, bodies have lain undiscovered—
all these wasted days when
not one of us thought
to think of them.
—After Jay Hopler’s “Poem Written on the
First Anniversary of My Father’s Death”
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We All Breathe
We all breathe.
We breathe in time with our mothers; we are small moths at their milk-flower breasts.
We breathe in polyrhythm, one breath for each five heartbeats.
We breathe in—lungs unfurling like time-lapse images of blooming hydrangeas.
We breathe in, speak out in myriad tongues.
We all breathe.
We breathe raucously—first breaths bursting from aquarium wombs.
We breathe haltingly, guts sucker-punched by fear.
We breathe lavishly, savoring lovers’ exhalations.
We breathe guiltily, watch confessors’ eyes blink, then widen.
We all breathe.
We breathe out the way stampeding stallions raise haboobs to stun the desert’s sun.
We breathe out the seawater spume of the nearly drowned.
We breathe out crystalline clouds, the wage of winter’s reign.
We breathe out, accordion ribs shrinking like street musicians’ squeeze boxes.
We all breathe.
We breathe through masks meant to confuse contagion.
We breath at distances that allow our plumed breaths to wither between us.
We breathe through ventilators—our lung sounds, machine-like, hiss and skirl.
We breathe for those who must take their final breath alone.
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HB Berlow
2 Poems
CARCINOGENIC NIGHTMARE #14
An abstraction of value
is not worth
the price.
Twice is nice
but you can only die
Once.
There is no sense in the pretense
that demons lurk
beneath the satin sheets.
I’m drowning in the mucus
of your sporadic emissions
of anger and disgust,
the dust of your senility,
your decisions of mistrust,
your misguided annihilation.
You devastate me with
Black spots scattered
pockmarking my stability.
I’m sick, but you’re
Dying.
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ZETGEIST
Well, ladies and gentlemen,
That about wraps it up for our show tonight.
I’d like to thank our guests
For appearing with us tonight.
Next week, more thrills, more spills & chills,
More derring-do and action-packed adventure,
More surprises. But that’s all for tonight.
But there’s more,
Much more left in store;
a different program every week.
Every time that this show airs
It’s like climbing another flight of stairs:
More work to arrive at a different height,
A different peak, a new frontier.
And every time you ask yourself “Where
Am I?”
And every time the program is aired
You find yourself compared
To just another show, and you ask yourself
“Where am I?”
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Julie Ann Baker Brin
1 Poem
NOT-THE-FLU HAIKU
(aka HAI-SOLATION)
(aka KU-ARANTINE)
(aka QUARAN-TEENIES))
[scale]
It stuns us to learn
Goliath can be quite small;
our roles are reversed.
[term]
Asymptomatic:
Some still don’t know what it means;
this is important.
[curve]
Some learn the hard way,
some try to learn from others,
some don’t ever learn.
[join]
Is our ship sinking?
We're all in this together;
divided we fall.
[beast]
Have we forgotten?
This is why humans have tools.
A mask is a tool.
[voice]
You call me a name—
you think it is an insult.
No; it’s who I am.
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[ache]
I would love only
to breathe a sigh of relief,
even if through cloth.
[chance]
Safe in my own home,
finally time to myself.
How do I use it?
[frame]
Focusing my mind
I can choose to see the good.
What else could I do?
[bond]
This can be a time
to strengthen family ties,
to know my true friends.
[mark]
Gaia wants me to
stop taking things for granted;
truly look around.
[scene]
Now I have the time
to smell the trees after rain,
to breathe and transcend.
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Dixie Brown
2 Poems
Too Hot To Handle
It burns like a hot poker
pressed against hide,
the foul odor of singed
hair an offense to the nostrils,
the hot silence as the steer is set free,
identity now altered forever.
It burns like a teen’s eyes
at the end of first love,
tears unable to assuage
the pain of parting.
It burns like the incinerated
toast in a new bride’s kitchen,
like the blister from a
still-hot sparkler on the
4th, like a campfire,
like a marshmallow too
close to the flame.
It burns like the fireplace
log, smoldering, flaming up,
smoldering, smoking, flaming
up again. It burns
like a pandemic.
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Quarantine, 2020
It’s enough to boggle the mind,
how content, complacent, how fat
our country basked, beyond reason.
It came, a new dread
as insidious as slowly melting lard
infecting everyone who held
even the least contact. The spread dispelled
a nation’s self-righteous hopes, the last
bastion of pride dashed as chagrined
politicians got into the act, charting unknown
waters and festering fear, feeding a hunger
for discovering new campaign rhetoric. Complaints
splattered the airwaves, reporters’ mouths
flapped like fireflies blinking at dusk.
They couldn’t help themselves as they floured
the news with suspicions, left families weeping
for loved ones. Suspicion, hate, and fear became a wall
dividing generations—theirs and ours.
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Tyjuan Davis
1 Poem
River City Poetry
It’s a good time to say, River City believes we all prevail,
and got a story to tell,
so let’s stand side by side and be a friend to each other,
after all we are sisters and brothers.
We come together and make a difference.
Diverse voices and diverse experience.
We are the change that the world needs to unite, stars and stripes,
We don’t want to fight but we know our rights,
we promote love and excitement.
No violence however, we won’t remain silent,
all police don’t need indictment.
Why in 2020, the year which was labeled the year of vision,
is there so much division?
What has to happen to get people to listen?
Can we refocus on completing the mission?
That’s my narrative, freedom of speech,
we play for keeps, ministry in the streets,
Holding signs as we preach, and we reach across racial tension,
so don’t be alarmed,
River City provided this poetic platform, Summertime, it’s already pretty warm.
We celebrate life that’s abundant living.
Call a truce, change some laws and justice increase!!!!
Joy happiness and peace!!!! America to the Middle East.
From all over the world and manner of men, women, boys, and girls.
3 branches of government which create checks and balance.
Seems like living the dream will always be a challenge.
As well as a risk, until we set aside myths,
educate ourselves and use our gifts.
The world needs demonstration well as conversation,
official notice through revelations,
Arise and equality brings about liberation,
concepts and possessions that begins reconciliation.
Instead prisoners of war held captive, when push comes to shove.
No captain but everyone wants to judge, the world needs love?
These are more than words written on a sheet;
these are the thoughts that run oh so deep.
I beat my feet, when I wake from sleep, in the morn,
happy these are the days I was born,
Passion exudes I wait to transform, while thinking,
River City got poetry smooth as popcorn.
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ArliceW. Davenport
3 Poems
Plague Year
The genome tilts on its axis, spilling memes of shame,
mutation and death, tattooed on plasma walls.
Coronavirus latches onto a lowly cell, clamps down,
spews pellets of bubonic plague as fleas flee disaster.
1666. Eyam Village barricades its boundaries: No going in.
No going out. The population dies like convulsing rats,
bodies stacked high in the street: cords of firewood. No one dares
light the flame. Pestilence obeys the border's blockade, contained
behind thick, golden stones. Tiny cottages mutate to infirmaries.
Judgment seeps through window panes. Mercy aligns with death.
We build no blockades; boundaries shift in the wind. Virus obeys
no one's laws, vandalizes the body, sets fire to the human touch.
Eyam beams prettiness now. Neat, manicured lawns, well-swept streets,
no trace of plague save on the village entry sign. Tourists flock like fleas,
soaking up history's survival, sobering on its showcase of blight.
Who deserves to die from nature's aberrations? Who goes in, who out?
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The Fiery Wound
Your heart shatters at the news
like a plate of china
smashed against
a grungy floor.
Pieces scatter like spiders,
impossible to retrieve,
impossible to rebuild,
impossible to contemplate.
Your heart is bruised, bleeding
drops of unrequited trust.
The viscera of your body
tighten like a vice. You could slide
your head into it, if you choose,
but what would be the use? Trust flees
like deer bounding in a forest.
You are too broken to give chase.
Yet the heart yearns for completeness:
This is the foundation of all desire.
Once, your heart burned with
the god-fueled fire of Prometheus.
Now, like a baby's cry
in the night, the heart wails,
begging to be heard. Echoes
permeate the dampened air.
You must breed a new heart,
with new desires for trust,
tightening it together with
a titanium plate. This fiery wound
shall not be opened again,
though it aches and aches
throughout your dazed and wandering mind.
Let poetry be your guide, its trust
is eternal, it seeks the ideal,
it comforts the sorrowful,
it burns away the dead wood
of the present, its lines inspire
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the hopeless mind to rekindle the flames
of passion. It raises you above
the broken pieces of existence. You
have the choice: Live or die, wallow
in despair, or claw your way out
of your burnt, battered shell. You can
decide: Let poetry become your new heart.
Forever cauterized, it will not bleed.
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The Flood
The sea was once our prehistoric home.
O how we adapted to its buoyant waves,
to its turquoise-blue infinities,
chasing seaweed, driftwood and coral,
before belly-flopping onto dry ground.
Now, the sea threatens our ancestral lands,
the sea that falls through viral skies
with their charcoal-smudged infinities.
A swelling flood, chasing mindless evil,
destroying mother and child, raining grief.
Once sea-bound creatures now drown in ICU,
ill-adapted to fight the flood's malevolent intent:
to purge the Earth of all who cannot resist
its rushing, rising tsunami of droplets, before
proclaiming its final conquest of our unbreathing world.
Now, only mercy will be our home, built out of
deepest despair. Now, only loving, omnipresent
infinities circle the unseen rain of virus that suffocates
all who helplessly succumb to its flood.
Only mercy can make this habitat live again,
cultivated on moistened soil, on Edenic, healing ground.
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Robert L. Dean, Jr.
3 Poems
Worn Out Place
that rut
in the carpet
of my soul
worry
worry
worry
and back again
can’t you see it
careful don’t fall in
quarantine old hat
for me
I shall not want
a shepherd
the world out of kilter
behind me
slams shut
a table
prepares itself
in the absence of mine enemies
anointing
I shall not want
the sheep
rattle chains
if only
you could hear them
a ghost I am
raggedy
threadbare
fluttering in the attic
of sanity
all the empty-hearted
drafty places
familiar
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it’s my attic
after all
the world never visits
spring
summer
fall
winter
never knock
never wave back
I shall not want
don’t attempt
to tempt me
off my ledge
out of my furrow
yea I walk the valley
shadow death
fear thou art with me
rod and staff
yea though I thread
again
the worn-out place
I shall not want
green pastures
waters still
mine enemies cup
overrun
mercy all the days
in this house
I dwell
I shall
not want
righteousness
restoreth my soul
never
merciless all the nights
worry
worry
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worry
can’t you see it
O can’t you
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Night Falls
doors slam behind you
behind me doors retaliate
closing
slamming
do doors ever
open
whisper
the stars now ghosts
in our eyes
do we ever
find the key to what is us
stop this endless leaving
exit Exit X IT out
so many
doors
wide open when we moved in
one by one
we chop them down
kindle the pyre of misunderstanding
understanding all too well
the squeaky hinge
jamb out of plumb
cracked lintel
mislaid tools
the hiding of them sometimes
can we
feel the knob in our hands
comprehend the certainty of it
can we
turn it as if life depends on the turning
as if lives
in our eyes
night falls
and we turn
which way now
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The Last Slave
Who sold first
who purchased
African
Portuguese
does not matter
what matters
the spidery history
this man’s back
still with us
after all these
years
centuries
white knees
on black necks
nooses hanging
NASCAR garage doors
kneeling
standing
O say can you see
doesn’t matter
if the heart
is not in it
yours
mine
ours
feel the beating
bear the load
cry the tears
cut the chains
free at last
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the last slave
the last master
this matters
O say can’t you see
I have a dream

“Whipped Peter,” McPherson & Oliver, Union encampment, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, March 1863
*editor’s note: The poet uses the ekphrastic method, whereby the verse is meant to respond to a visual, either a
photograph or traditionally a piece of art. In this case, the image of Peter appeared in Harper’s Weekly in 1863
after he escaped slavery in Louisiana, making it to a Union Encampment in Baton Rouge.
For further information concerning slavery’s continued impact on the life of Americans today, visit Project1619 by the
New York Times: https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/08/14/magazine/1619-americaslavery.html
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Gretchen Eick
3 Poems
Monument Heroes
When I visited the Lorraine
Hotel in Memphis,
where Dr. King was murdered,
I happened upon a small square where
stood a triumphant statue of a mounted Confederate.
Nathan Bedford Forrest, who made millions
selling black families apart, carrying them to the
Deep South land taken from Creek, Chocktaw,
Chickasaw, Cherokee, and Seneca.
Forced-marched west from their homes,
their trails of tears watered the land with blood.
I railed to anyone who’d listen.
Nathan Bedford Forrest was a criminal.
He should not be venerated.
He topped the charts of internal slave traders,
the most lucrative business in Virginia
and North Carolina. A human trafficker.
He led Confederate troops to Fort Pillow
to kill black soldiers in the US Army
and their families sheltered there.
Forrest founded the Ku Klux Klan,
Confederate veterans who used the weapons
they kept when they were defeated
to kill and terrorize our newest citizens.
My anger at Forrest’s statue was
personal, individual, and unorganized.
But this 400-year pandemic won’t end
until each hate-filled person does not
produce even one like him or her,
until the virus’s replication rate
is reduced to less than one.
That requires long-haul commitment.
It is not enough to be individually virtuous.
We must be massively, collectively anti-racist.
These deaths must not be in vain.
Say their names,
learn their stories:
George Floyd, Breonna Taylor,
Alatiana Jefferson, Eric Garner,
Michael Brown, LaQuan McDonald,
34
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Tamir Rice, Walter Scott,
Freddie Gray, Jamar Clark,
Alton Sterling, Philando Castile,
Stephon Clark, Botham Jean,
Elijah McClain…on and on.
They are your family,
our siblings,
our children.
The young people
with monumental determination
insisting No More
are the real heroes.
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The Moment I Knew This Was a Time Unlike Any Other
The mountains that surround
this city have fled
an assault of clouds.
They left in their stead
bandaged plateaus,
blinding white like
the steam that rises
from the river.
Soundless swallows
part the bleached sky,
riding the air like
rodeo cowboys or
precision kamikazes.
They plunge down,
buzz the ground,
pull up just in time,
frenzied and frantic,
forked tails like
devils’ pitchforks
stabbing the air.
Below my window
five people stand in line
six feet apart,
faces masked,
hands of white plastic.
They are silent.
Unrecognizable.
They wait
to pay
their bills.
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Black Lives Matter
Black lives mattered to my grandmother.
Born in 1886, she welcomed her daughter’s
brown-skinned friends to her home.
I, the child, watched,
intrigued by the people who visited.
Grandma owned Mary Church Terrell’s autobiography,
A Colored Woman in a White Woman’s World.
I found it on her bookshelf and kept it, loving her
stars, her underlining and notes in the margins.
She knew Terrell’s fight against lynching and
Jim Crow, and that she urged black women to speak out.
Grandma had two sons. One opposed my
foreign study at a university in West Africa.
He’d served in World War II’s segregated army
where courageous black pilots flew beneath
the planes of white pilots to draw German fire
and protect white boys like him.
He urged his brother to keep me home
and away from dangerous black men.
Grandma’s older son knew enough to disagree.
In 1939 he’d happened upon a Hitler rally
and was forever changed by the race hate
he heard there. As a local pastor he
wrote letters to the editor and met with police
to protest their practice of stopping persons of color
who drove through our town.
The NAACP attended his funeral. They said he’d
brought church members, managers at Ford and GM,
to his office to meet with them to talk equitable hiring.
Black lives mattered to my father.
I followed their values, was one of five white students
at an African university, spent a week at a historically
black college in Durham, North Carolina where I saw
white men in pickups with gun racks and Confederate flags,
roar through black streets foulmouthed and full of threat.
Half a century ago
I taught history in New Haven in 1965, the first year
Black and white kids attended middle school together.
I learned Black American History that I’d never been taught,
and it changed how I understood my country.
When I included that history and literature in my classes,
a quiet young man recited Langston Hughes’ “Let America
37
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be America Again,” his eyes shining. The American past
included him. Whites, Blacks and Latinos learned together
that Black lives matter.
Until Dr. King’s assassination,
when fear took over and democracy failed.
Hijacked by a few who knew the power of chaos,
daily fire alarms set off panicked exoduses from school
and brought in police armed with guns.
After an alarm one of my black students entered my classroom,
his face stricken. “Jan and Suzy just came around the corner.”
He gestured to the hall. “They saw me, screamed, and ran.
What did they think I would do to them?”
Only his blackness had mattered.
My grandmother and my father knew Black lives matter.
So did I.
But my family profited from white privilege.
We each inherited enough for a down payment.
It was money we never worked to earn.
Still, I didn’t work for reparations
to give black families down payments,
a catch-up of wealth for those
whose labor built this Nation.
We rested on our confidence that we cared
and wanted change.
It was not enough.
Grandma believed Black lives matter
almost a hundred years ago. She passed
her conviction to her son and grandchild.
But it was not enough.
I see it now.
White good intentions
are not enough.
The persistent young people organizing now
in the streets and throughout the culture
know that individual convictions don’t
bring profound change, that
Black LIVES must matter more than BLACKNESS.
Are you ready to be the change?
To follow and fund them?
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Melissa Gettinger
1 Poem
plague world
in june i reach my limit of
tolerance for covidiot-cy.
i carry comfort mantras
to insulate my shell.
it's ok.
lying on the bed staring up
maybe i am already dead.
silencing the screaming inside me.
eating to sate the emptiness.
it's ok.
what day is it?
just for now.
unwashed dishes
boxes still stacked and crowded in
the aftermath of the basement flood.
for now because when this wall of grief thaws
it will be a roaring river
for now my eyes won't cry. my sense of shock value
is dull as stone. i'm dry as bleached bones in
a forgotten desert.
surely the days of my cancer paved this limbo road
for me.
but now is not the same.
we cannot safely hold each other and some of us
are cracking on the indifference of those who just can't
be bothered to care.
for now will never be the same as before.
i'm being the change i want to see in the world.
i stay home.
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Skyler Lovelace
1 Poem
Just Die Already
When we were 10, our raggedy geography books
informed us that Eskimos put ailing grandmothers on ice floes
and shoved them off into a deep water rendezvous
with - what? Polar bears or starvation, we guessed.
That was 1964. You can tell: No one says “Eskimo” now.
We all went wide-eyed with shock, first learning how
humans dealt with the inconvenient.
But now. Ice floes are nothing. My classmates, wait til you see
what America has in store for us:
Alone like grandmother on an ice floe
but no peace, no solitude: Floating on a month-long barrage of
beeping/bright lights/tubes/needles and intubations
until even those are yanked from our carcasses which are bulldozed into unceremonial ground.
For each of us, our futile care pumps
30K into the medical industrial complex:
After working 48 years, our last gift
to this faltering, sputtering gig economy.
Somewhere some politicians are cheering the math:
Elder entitlement dollars roll back into the treasury
with every early death. Somewhere someone
who doesn’t know she’s a slave, who thinks
she’s essential, cheers her return to work. Somewhere someone
who doesn’t know he’s a slave, brags to Facebook that a few
senior citizens are a price he’s more than willing to pay
for his chance to enrich Amazon, IBM, WalMart.
And everywhere charge cards are marching
through restaurants and stores, an army that never fails
our overlords. And we are floating on those dollars,
toward our cold rendezvous with darkness.
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Caryn Mirriam-Goldberg
2 Poems
We Have Prepared For This All Our Lives
without knowing it, like a woman woken at 2 a.m.
with the running of the bulls in her chest,
who finally recognizes it’s the same pulse of terror
as her childhood nightmares of mechanical monsters
or uncles with hair growing out of their ears,
tracking her in all her hiding places, then tilting
their heads to ask what she is really scared of
that daylight won’t erase.
In her mosaic of sleep, she has learned to be brave
enough to bake them shortbread with real butter
to make up for a mother who didn’t or couldn’t
love them, or their own bad dreams, like hers,
that the wind will dissolve into a thousand
dandelion parachutes launching without end.
She has prepared for the proliferation of bad news,
rehearsing what she would say to the oncologist,
coming into the examination room with a small box
of tissues. She had steadied herself on the ledge
of a breakup, a pink slip, a child finally admitting
he can’t stop hurting himself.
She knows from before she had words for it
what it is to wake empty as the pale clouds
that will not rain or migrate for days.
Also, that preparation means nothing
when the bottom falls out, which was always
falling falling falling away from the floorboards
that held the old floral chair she found in an alleyway.
But she also knows how to sit and wait
in that floral chair, now on the porch, listening
to woodpeckers to her left, flickers to her right,
drilling out their fight songs while sunlight
washes the walls of the world, especially now
that she is we, and we are telling ourselves
variations of it’s-under-control or it-never-was,
our foreheads bustling words like panorama,
pandemic, pandemonium, even here
in the relatively safe house of preparation
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that is not built from knowing what to do
but inhabiting the question mark of this breath,
this bloodstream, this bird of this time.
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Your Grief For What You’ve Lost
Lifts a mirror, then drops it,
the broken shards falling slowly
until they turn into pale white butterflies
disappearing around the bend.
What did you think would happen
when you let go, or more accurately,
when your grip failed and the weight
of studying your pain slipped well beyond
your ruminations, schematics, and chants?
Now it is time to soften your gaze
at the night window, a moth clinging from outside,
hungry for the light within, your heart valves
opening, closing, a minuscule hummingbird.
Miles around, the sea of air stills to glass,
whips trees to the ground and holds them there
until the light pulls them back up, slightly
swayed, but still honorable, each one its own
grief and its own answer to grief.
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Judy Oliver
1 Poem
“Schadenfreude”
embers catapult skyward
like mortarboards at graduation
soaring mixing raucously
with yells and cachinnation
tenacity and long held dreams
roll through fractured casements
billowing hovering
over burning buildings
rioters launch molotov cocktails
setting ablaze all within range
reveling in noisy explosions
glare of flames
like ravaging bulldozers
individuals leave destruction
callous of those ruined
for pleasure
emboldened by
others’ misfortunes
crush
flickering empathy
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April Pameticky
3 Poems
White Woman’s Tears
You try to say the tears
create walls,
aren’t healing or grief
or even genuine.
But Posturing
Damsel.
But
She/I/we
can’t hear you
Beyond our own soft-shelled bubbles,
beliefs, boundaries,
Me Me Me’s,
invisible cloak
she/we
don’t know we wear.
Because
we have been victims too
of the patriarchy,
of slight,
even as I/we use that system to
decry our guilt.
Words borrowed from White Fragility: tears, walls, beliefs, damsel
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Home
We are, all of us, just doing the best we can, a
tired effort to right wrongs. A poem
as justice written in free verse is
Only
A gesture,
empty. We must steel ourselves toward
action, so everyone can call this place home.
Golden Shovel from Jericho Brown’s “Duplex:” A poem is a gesture toward home.
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I Reach Through the Screen to Touch Your Face
I was told once,
by someone who knew better than me
what poetry should be,
that readers travel the lines to escape
the mechanized and
technologized anthem of the world.
To greener pastures we go.
I wonder now,
what that sage would say,
to our LCD interface,
our cameras and mics
and careful placements of digital backgrounds,
of our shares and likes and new emoticons
because we can’t hug each other in the real.
We have become projections,
the hologram shadow of our digital selves,
and we drink deeply and still thirst.
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Jack Valry
1 Poem
The First Shall Be Last & The Last Shall Be First
(I)
The Truth don't come
to bring peace
but the sword.
Sometimes sons
are torn from their fathers.
Sometimes families are shattered.
The truth cuts deep
between Belief
& reality.
We've had
peace
for so long.
But what’s the cost
of peace? What hands
silently bleed? What feet?
What skulls crack or crumble without
the use of sound or sword? Whose flesh
burns as this Carcass of Christ fools itself
into thinkin
it still lives?
(II)
Sometimes them
that take up
swords
ain't the bad guys.
Sometimes swords
are the only thing
they have
to tap the side
of the hourglass to shift the sands
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of oppression &
privilege
& topple mountains
or turn molehills
into fertile soil...
(III)
And things are always
movin forward through
Time. It’s just gravity.
You can't cling to
the glass for very long.
You can't maintain
your heights without
standin on the other grains of sand
below you.
But Kingdomcome
ain’t for them that cling
to life or heights as if
God owed it to em as if they deserve it
& the others don’t.
Kingdomcome’s for
them that learn
to love
& let go.
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Nathan Whitman
1 Poem
Eros I On
This person you see is a shadow
of the man he wants to be,
of the man he cannot become
because no matter how he chisels his heart
into Galatea's likeness, stone
erodes, cracks
on the smoothest faces.
He sees his destiny in the chasms
of his fingerprints, the floodgates
of his bowels, the chips
of the fragments of his idealized
statue laying in the horizon,
lit in the recess of his mind,
scattered faceless on the ground:
A glance into the face of Destiny,
a glance into the face of God
seeps into his pores, overwhelms his
body until it breaks into
pebbles. Every man is an I –
land: his grains of thought,
his secrets piece
together paradise. Eden
stood until the flood,
but stones brought back humanity.
Deucalion picked up rocks,
threw them over his shoulder,
and they turned into people who danced
their diversity!
But what of you?
But what of our
mingled mounds of dirt?
Are we unlucky, unless atop
a mountain? Those crushed
and crumbled beneath the Base turn
into diamond.
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Roy J. Beckemeyer is a retired aeronautical engineer / Boeing Company executive. In his postprofessional life, he has been a scientific journal editor, a researcher who has studied extant
dragonflies and Paleozoic fossil insects. He has described and named from fossils more than twenty
new species of Paleozoic insects. He is also a nature photographer, writer, award-winning poet, and
poetry and literary reviewer and editor and has done book layout and design. His poems have
appeared in half a dozen anthologies and many print and online journals. His debut poetry
collection, Music I Once Could Dance To (2014, Coal City Press) was a 2015 Kansas Notable Book. He
recently co-edited Kansas Time+Place: An Anthology of Heartland Poetry (2017, Little Balkans
Press) with Kansas Poet Laureate Emerita Caryn Mirriam-Goldberg. Amanuensis Angel (Spartan
Press, 2018) is a chapbook of ekphrastic poetry inspired by abstract and impressionist artists’
depictions of angels. His latest full-length poetry collection, Stage Whispers (2018, Meadowlark
Books), won the 2019 Kansas Authors Club Nelson Poetry Book Award. Visit Roy J. Beckemeyer’s
site. https://royjbeckemeyer.com/
https://rivercitypoetry.org/river-city-poetry-fall-2019/roy-j-beckemeyer/
H.B. Berlow studied filmmaking and creative writing at the University of Miami in the 80’s, was
involved in the Boston Poetry Scene in the 90’s, and was the former president of the Kansas
Writer’s Association from 2012 to 2013. He is the author of the historical crime fiction series, which
includes Ark City Confidential, Secrets of the Righteous, and Lost in the Plains published through The Wild
Rose Press and currently available on Amazon. https://hbberlow.com/
https://rivercitypoetry.org/hb-berlow/
By day, Julie Ann Baker Brin works for public broadcasting; by night, she participates in
multiple creative and community-building endeavors. Her writing has previously been presented by
Z Publishing in two Kansas’s Best Emerging Poets collection, as well as in Kansas publications
like Archaeopteryx, Coelacanth, Kiosk, and Sheridan Edwards Review (in which she received a Kisner Prize
for Poetry). https://rivercitypoetry.org/river-city-poetry-fall-2019/julie-ann-baker-brin/
Dixie Brown is retired from the Boeing Company where she updated Engineering procedures
and facilitated quality improvement groups. Prior to working at Boeing, she was a classroom teacher,
then a resource teacher for Special Education in the Derby School System. She lives in a retirement
community in Wichita, Kansas, where she leads reading and writing groups, hosts a poetry group as
well as serving as volunteer librarian. She is a Stephen Minister, a poet, a member of Kansas
Author’s Club, a 5th generation Kansan, a wife, mother and grandmother.
Tyjuan Davis and his wife live in Valley Center and just recently celebrated their one year
anniversary. Davis is a community activist, involved in several organizations to better the Wichita
community, and is the founder of Ty Davis Productions. Davis is an inspirational writer, a
motivational speaker, a peer mentor and an entrepreneur. He has written 500 poems and 3 novels,
and most recently,The Change Within Me, a poetic account of the tough times he endured to
become the man he is today. [Available from Amazon, Book-A-Holic locally in Wichita, or directly
from the author] TyJuan Davis has a word of encouragement no matter what situation you may find
yourself in. He can also be found on Facebook and Youtube.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC6cGtq6KhLQ_tvqjm9YD7yA
At 17, Arlice W. Davenport read “In Just-” by E. E. Cummings. He was amazed at the way the
poet had reinvented spacing, punctuation and syntax to create a new breed of poem. Inspired,
Davenport has been writing poetry ever since. He is the author of the forthcoming Setting the Waves
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forthcoming
SettingEdition
the Waves
on Fire: Poems (Meadowlark Books).
https://rivercitypoetry.org/rcp-fall-2018/

Robert L. Dean, Jr. is the author of The Aerialist Will not be Performing: ekphrastic poems and short
fictions to the art of Steven Schroeder (Turning Plow Press, 2020), and At the Lake with Heisenberg (Spartan
Press, 2018). A multiple Best of the Net nominee and a Pushcart nominee for 2019, his work has
appeared in Flint Hills Review, I-70 Review; Chiron Review; The Ekphrastic Review; Shot Glass; Illya’s Honey;
Red River Review; KYSO Flash; MacQueen’s Quinterly; River City Poetry; Heartland! Poetry of Love, Resistance
& Solidarity; and the Wichita Broadside Project. He is event coordinator for Epistrophy: An Afternoon
of Poetry and Improvised Music, held annually in Wichita, Kansas. He has been a professional
musician, and worked for The Dallas Morning News. He lives in Augusta, Kansas.
Gretchen Eick worked on Capitol Hill as a foreign and military policy lobbyist, earned a Ph.D.
in American Studies (University of Kansas, ‘97), and became a Professor of History. Her book on
the civil rights movement—Dissent in Wichita: The Civil Rights Movement in the Midwest, 1954-1972
(University of Illinois Press, 2001/2008) won three awards. They Met at Wounded Knee: The Eastmans’
Story (University of Nevada Press, 2020) tells the history of Indian policy 1860-1940. Three-time
Fulbright Scholar, widely traveled, since 2015 she has published 4 novels. She lives in Kansas and
Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Melissa Gettinger has recently returned to the poetry life after a long hiatus. She was born in
Wichita, KS but grew up in South Dakota, where she was encouraged by her teachers to write
poetry and participate in workshops. Thrilled to be published in Prairie Winds newsletter in her
teens, she kept writing and reading her work through college and eventually in Minneapolis, MN,
where she was a member of the Mpls All-Stars. The highlight of that was an visiting mentorship
with the Nuyorican poets from the Nuyorican Cafe in NYC. This included a visit to the home of
Jim Northrup (a noted Native poet) on the Black Bear reservation during January. She read in the
dive bars but worked her way up to the main stage at First Avenue. Slam poetry was exciting but
not the best fit. After more than a decade of not writing or reading in public, she found her way
back with the help of a friend several years ago and is currently establishing her voice in Wichita.
Reading e.e. cummings' poetry enlightened her that not all poetry has to rhyme but if it does, that's
just fine.
Skyler Lovelace is an artist working in Wichita, Kansas, wrangling pixels, pigments, and poetry
into new expressions. Her poems have been published in several print and online publications,
including Poetry Magazine, Cutbank, The Laurel Review, and River City Poetry. Recently she provided
cover art for Albert Goldbarth's Between Waking and Sleeping published by Lost Horse Press.
https://rivercitypoetry.org/sunflower-april-wbp-2020/
Caryn Mirriam-Goldberg, Ph.D., the 2009-13 Kansas Poet Laureate is the author of 24 books,
including How Time Moves: New & Selected Poems (forthcoming); Miriam's Well, a novel; Needle in the
Bone, a non-fiction book on the Holocaust; The Sky Begins At Your Feet, a bioregional memoir on
cancer and community; and six poetry collections, including the award-winning Chasing Weather with
photographer Stephen Locke. Founder of Transformative Language Arts, Mirriam-Goldberg also
leads writing workshops widely and coaches people on writing and right livelihood through the arts.
https://www.carynmirriamgoldberg.com/
https://rivercitypoetry.org/rcp-spring-2018/
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After retiring from teaching elementary and middle school, Judy Oliver joined a poetry group
that was offered by LifeVentures Adventures in Learning; Roy Beckemeyer was the leader. Those
weekly writing and critique sessions encouraged her to try different poetic forms.
April Pameticky, mother of two, shares time between her high school English classroom and
the creative community of artists and writers in Kansas. She launched the Wichita Broadside
Project, and currently serves as editor of River City Poetry, an online poetry journal. Recently, she has
worked ekphrastically with photographer Amanda Dickinson Pfister using Ginsberg Sentences for a
February 2020 show at the Steckline Gallery at Newman University. Her own work can be seen in
journals like Malpais Review, KONZA, and Chiron Review. She is also the author of several chapbooks
and her debut full-length collection, Waterbound [2019] is available from Spartan Press.
https://aprilpameticky.com/
Nathan Whitman is an English teacher at Burrton USD 369 and an adjunct professor at
Hutchinson Community College. He has a Master of Arts in English Literature and two Bachelor
of Arts degrees from Wichita State University in creative writing and secondary education. He is the
current Kansas Association of Teachers of English President and is an editor of the Voices of
Kansas electronic journal for students. He has been published in Kansas English, is a former
Horizon Award winner, and is an active member of the Kansas Exemplary Educators Network.
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